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World Tribology Congress 2017, Beijing China

The WTC has previously been held in the UK, 
Austria, the USA, Japan and Italy. During the 
ITC meeting that took place at WTC 2017, 
France outvoted India and Malaysia to host 

the next WTC, which will take place in Lyon during 
September 2021. South Africa previously bid to 
host WTC 2013, but was outvoted by Italy.

Approximately 1 600 tribologists attended WTC 
2017, which took place in the Beijing International 
Convention Centre (BICC) from 17 to 22 September. 

WTC 2017 was formally opened on the Monday, 
18 September, when a letter from China’s Vice 
Premier welcoming the delegates and highlighting 
the importance of tribology was read during the 
opening ceremony. The opening ceremony then fol-
lowed with a moving tribute to Professor Peter Jost, 
the founder of modern tribology, and a welcome to 
Dr Ali Erdemir, who had been voted in as the new 
ITC President at the ITC meeting.

Daily proceedings
The day’s proceedings for Monday to Thursday 
then started with two plenary papers, after which 
the programme was split into 13 break-out rooms. 
Altogether 944 papers, sorted into nine tracks 
were presented. At times the same track was being 
presented in four different rooms, and it became 
very difficult deciding which papers to attend, and 
also to juggle between rooms to attend the most 
important papers. 

Tribology is a very wide ranging science. To ac-
commodate this range the tracks chosen for this 
event were:

•	  Science of Tribology
•	  Wear and Surface Engineering
•	  Lubrication and Lubricants
•	  Biotribology and Biomimetics
•	  Tribology in Manufacturing
•	  Engine and Transmission Tribology
•	  Industrial Tribo-Systems
•	  Tribotest and Monitoring
•	  Tribology in Future

Keynote papers 
Keynote papers by global leaders in their field were 
used to introduce each track, and in some cases 
more than one keynote paper was given. 

Aside from the formal papers that were presented 
some 300 posters were also presented, one by 
Professor de Vaal from the University of Pretoria.

Through all of the diverse papers presented the 
underlying theme that was picked up at this event 
was a look at where the world is at present. This 
message is well encapsulated in the current STLE 
President, Mike Anderson’s paper entitled ‘Can 
Tribology Save the World?’ 

Threats to global stability
This theme was heavily supported in two of the eight 
plenary papers, and in a keynote paper presented 
by Patrick Swan, Vice President of the SAIT, which 
highlighted the major threats to global stability and 
how tribology can be the go-to science to reduce 
most of the threats to global stability. 

Since it is acknowledged that about 30% of the 
world’s primary energy production is lost to friction, 
and about 90% of primary energy production is 
generated from fossil fuels, that tribology is the best 
placed science in the battle against global warming. 

At the same time tribology is the best placed 
science to reduce manufacturing costs, making 
industries, and on a larger scale, countries, more 
economically viable.

Relatively unknown
The greatest threat to tribology, however, and through 
this to global warming, is that tribology is relatively 
unknown. It is estimated that fewer than one in a 
100 people have heard of tribology. 

Tribologists across the board need to bring the 
science into common everyday usage. This is 
recognised to a greater extent in China, where 
the State Key Laboratory of Tribology (SKLT) at 
Tsinghua University has a complement of 28 full 
professors, 34 associate professors and 34 post-
doctoral fellows. Few, if any, other countries have 
such a focus on tribology.

It is up to tribologists to show what tribology can 
do, which will increase support and funding for 
greater research in tribology. As the results of this 
research lead to decreases in friction and wear, with 
inevitable reductions in primary energy production 
and CO2 emissions, tribology will become still better 
known and funded.

Overall, WTC 2017 was very tiring, with about 
200 papers per day, lasting from 08:30 to 18:30. 
However, it was well worth the time, because of 
what was learned from the research presented.
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The World Tribology Congress (WTC) is held every four years in a different country, under the auspices of the 
International Tribology Council (ITC). Countries who would like to host the congress present their bids to the 

ITC members, who then vote for the country of their choice. 

The underlying theme that was picked up at this event 
was a look at where the world is

Tribology is the best placed science to reduce 
manufacturing costs, making industries, and on a larger 
scale, countries, more economically viable.


